Release Notes - eVacc v1.6
Overview
eVacc version 1.6 holds the initial part of our forthcoming flu solution. Whilst the functionality will
not be made available until the next release (v1.7), there are a number of exciting new features and
bug fixes that have been included for you to benefit from now.

Key Highlights
Encounter Progress Component
Within usability reviews it was highlighted that some users were unaware that they were working
through a sequence of templates in order to record a vaccination event. This meant that there was a
small chance that a user may not complete the full workflow whilst believing that they had recorded
all that was required.

Within eVacc version 1.6 we have added a progress bar to the top of the individual templates when
recording a vaccination event. This now clearly aids the user in understanding how many steps are
required to be performed and where they are currently within the flow.
As shown within the image above the user can identify that they have completed the first step, are
currently working through the second step which is with regards to Screening & Consent and will
complete the flow with the third step which is the vaccination.

When editing a historic record the progress component is once more shown with a pencil icon
indicating the step within the process that is being amended.
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Other Changes
Backend
EF-1821, EF 1815 - Removal of the route ‘oral cavity’ due to no current vaccine
requiring this licenced route.
As there are currently no vaccines in use for COVID or Flu that utilise a licensed route of ‘Oral Cavity’
it has been removed from the application in order to help mitigate the risk of selecting it accidentally.

Reporting
[EF-1814] Two gender types incorrect in the Human readable reports
Within the reports uplift within 1.5.1 it was identified that the gender information was representing
Not Specified as Other and Not Known as Unknown. This has now been corrected and the correct
term is being rendered.

[EF-1737] Removal of BSA claim information from Adverse Reaction Report
The inclusion of BSA claim information within the Adverse Reaction report has been considered
unnecessary, and therefore all future reports generated using V1.6 onwards will not include this
information.

General
[EF-1720] Implement encounter progress component
As mentioned in the release highlights a new progress component has been added to the template
flows.

[EF-1716] New FAQ Item - Registering patients with an unknown address
An additional FAQ has been added to the help section on how to register a patient who is unable to
provide a full home address. This includes where a postcode is not known or the patient has no fixed
abode.

[EF-1727] Relocation of NIMS warnings to the “Screening & Consent” template
A useability enhancement has seen the relocation of NIMS warnings from the Vaccination to the
Screening & Consent template. The NIMS data provides information of a patient’s previous
vaccinations administered both locally and elsewhere. Given the roles of staff at vaccination centres,
it was considered beneficial to move this information to an earlier point within the business process.
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